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Blum furniture fittings can be simply and efficiently inserted into your work piece using the MiniPress. The Blum
Minipress is a drilling and insertion machine designed to drill holes for Blum press-in hardware. Do you have any
questions? JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. It can also be used to insert fittings for cabinet, door and
front assembly. Career opportunities Working for Blum Ongoing education. This robust device is designed for accurate
drilling and the insertion of BLUM runners and hinges. Compact hinge insertion ram. Recent Images At All Forums. All
Categories Flooring Stair Building. As a boring and hardware insertion specialist, MINIPRESS P takes on the routine
jobs in the workshop producing precise assembly results for cabinets, doors, drawer fronts and lift systems. For precise,
quick, and easy drilling and insertion. Notify Me Of New Listings. Blum at trade shows Blum's trade show calendar.
Click the installation tab below for more details. Assembly device brochure EP Manufacturing and assembly Quality is
decisive Assembly devices. Get the latest updates, new products and information from Brighton Subscribe to be the first
to hear about new and unique products and offers.May 11, - MINIPRESS PRO excels in terms of versatility. The device
makes it easy to do vertical drillings and insert fittings with utmost precision. What's more, pneumatic feed and a
tool-free setting make MINIPRESS PRO extremely efficient. More about MINIPRESS PRO. MINIPRESS P - for
drilling and inserting. MINIPRESS P. As a boring and hardware insertion specialist, MINIPRESS P takes on the routine
jobs in the workshop producing precise assembly results for cabinets, doors, drawer fronts and lift systems. Once set, the
desired boring pattern can be quickly made or the desired hardware quickly inserted. MINIPRESS M. Back. Minipress
M- V Manual Boring And Insertion Machine $3, CMT CMT Universal Hinge Boring System. out of 5 stars 28 $
Prime. Blum MUS MINIPRESS M V Manual Boring and Insertion Machine with Singl, N/A $2, PB13 Pneumatic 13
Spindle Line Boring Machine. The MINIPRESS M from Blum is a compact tool that is flexible enough to be used
on-site or in the workshop. MINIPRESS M does not require pressurised air or strong power supply, but can be operated
using just lighting current. Vertical drilling and fittings insertion. Manual feed for drilling and insertion. MINIPRESS P.
Item - - The BLUM MINIPRESS P is an easy to use machine, designed for boring all hinge and mounting plate systems,
METABOX front fixing brackets and 32mm line boring for cabinet sides using optional 8-spindle end mounted or
9-spindle center-mounted line boring head: V, 1PH motor or Find the largest offer in Drilling Machine like Blum
MiniPress P Drill at rubeninorchids.com, the one stop shop for woodworking industry. Find great deals for Blum
Minipress P Boring and in Insertion Machine Single Phase V.. Shop with confidence on eBay! Results 1 - 48 of - Blum
Minipress Hinge Boring Machine Pneumatic Electric V Single Phase. Blum Minipress. Pneumatic operation. Single
Phase. Model M51N Has scrapes, scratches etc. associated with years of normal use. $1, $ shipping. or Best Offer.
BLUM MINIPRESS ASSEMBLY MACHINERY, AIR ADAPTOR FOR MSP, BLUM RETROFIT KIT, 9 SPINDLE
DRILLING HEAD, 8 SPINDLE DRILLING HEAD, QUICK RELEASE CHUCKS, DEPTH STOP, Blum Drill Depth
Stop For MINIPRESS/MINIPRESS P. And Later M *Depth stop for Clip Top Blumotion*. Use with MiniPress P
(MBUS or BMUS); Not designed to retro fit on older machines; Assists in setting the fence at zero and making sure the
fence has not moved during use; Allows for special boring without the need of a stop; Blum mini press sold separately;
NOTE: Installation should only be carried out.
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